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A blast hole drill rig mast was being lowered from the vertical to horizontal position. Its top end was about 1 metre from
its horizontal resting position when a bearing block capping bolt failed. This caused more bolts to fail and the mast then
fell close to its intended horizontal resting place, but causing considerable damage. Nobody was injured.

The mast pivot shaft was being held in position by a bearing block at each end. The removable half of each of the
blocks was held in position by two capping bolts.

Equipment

Blast hole drill rig (other suppliers' drill mast pivot points have been similarly designed).

Hazard

Weighing several tonnes, the falling mast could have caused injury or death, especially if it had failed closer to the
vertical position.

What were the causes?

The failure of the bolts was probably caused by metal fatigue (see 'Definitions' below).

The bolts were designed for stress levels greater than the material's composite fatigue limit, hence the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) required they be replaced after a set number of operating hours. The defined
operating hours approximates to a certain number of cycles at the different stress levels the bolts are subjected to.

The bolts were not replaced within the OEM's recommended number of operating hours: as a result they exceeded
their fatigue life and failed.

Preventing fatigue failure

Given the rig's design, replacing the bolts after defined operating hours is valid; however this administrative control is
subject to human error. Scheduling bolt replacement on an effective maintenance planning system limits the effect of
the human factor, however an engineering control would have prevented someone 'forgetting' to replace the bolts.

In an engineering control, the pivot components would have been designed at stress levels lower than the material's
composite fatigue limit; for example, using more bolts of same size or the same number of larger bolts. These
modifications are still possible but should be done in conjunction with the OEM or qualified designers.

The designer must consider the bolts as subject to a spectrum of stress levels. If so, an engineering control would
have been used instead of the current administrative control.

Shortly before the failure the bolts were ultrasonically tested, but no defects were detected. Fatigue damage and
cracks, especially the initial stages, are small and may not be detected by ultrasonic testing (UT). The bolt thread may
also cause signal reflections which can make it hard to detect reflections from defects.

Recommendations



Check that all current bearing block capping bolts have been replaced by new ones at an interval (i.e. operating hours)
not exceeding OEM recommendations.

Ensure that there is a rigid system in place that will ensure that bearing block capping bolts are replaced when
required. This system should operate regardless of whether a particular person is on site at the time of replacement or
not. (e.g. maintenance planning system). Although this is an administrative control, it is appropriate for the rigs' current
design.

Avoid relying solely on UT when checking bolt integrity. Use it in conjunction with other methods. Replace and discard
bolts that have reached their replacement life regardless of the outcome of an ultrasonic test.

Prepare smoother bench surfaces to reduce the impact of most harmful stress cycles.

Operator training manuals should emphasise that the fatigue life of the bolts (and other components) is enhanced by
treating the rig gently and carefully driving to the next hole position, especially with the mast in a vertical position while
driving. (see Type 2 stress cycles in Definitions)

Metal fatigue applies to many components of mining and other machinery, and these recommendations may apply to
both. Fatigue may also be experienced by non-metallic components.

In addition, the OEM design for bearing block capping bolts at stress levels that will not exceed the material's
composite fatigue limit would provide greater surety of lifetime fit for purpose.

Definitions

Material fatigue: The phenomenon of component failure after repeated stress cycles at levels lower than their ultimate
tensile strength. The terms 'material fatigue' or 'fatigue' can be used for metallic and non-metallic materials, although
for metallic materials, the term 'metal fatigue' is also used; e.g. a piece of wire is bent backward and forward at the
same position until it eventually breaks.

Fatigue limit: The stress level below which a component should not fail due to fatigue. This only applies to materials
that display a fatigue limit.

Fatigue life: The number of stress cycles of a specified type causing component failure due to fatigue.

Simplified, the fatigue life of materials can be illustrated by an S-N curve below, (also known as a Wöhler curve),
showing the number of constant level stress cycles to failure. Fatigue curves show materials with and without a fatigue
limit.

Note for the below S-N curve:

The number of cycles is shown on a logarithmic scale.

At high stress levels (Type 2), the component will fail sooner (i.e. fewer stress cycles) than at lower stress levels (Type
1).

If the stress level is below the fatigue limit, the component should last indefinitely.

Only some materials have a fatigue limit (e.g. some titanium alloys and steels).

The red line shows a typical fatigue curve for materials without fatigue limit, such as aluminium.

For the drill rig mast capping bolts, at least two types of stress cycles apply:

Type 1 Low stress; high frequency: Vibration from drilling or regular travelling. According to S-N curve below, the bolts
should be able to withstand a large number of these stress cycles.

Type 2 High level of stress; low frequency: Vertical mast swaying while moving over uneven bench surfaces to the next
drilling position. According to S-N curve below, the bolts could not withstand large numbers of these stress cycles; this
was probably the biggest factor in their eventual failure.

Had the bolts been designed for stress levels lower than the fatigue limit, in theory it should have been unnecessary to



replace them at any stage. This engineering control is preferred to the current administrative control of replacing bolts
at a defined number of operating hours.

In practice the stress cycles and fatigue lives of dynamically loaded components are more complicated than shown in
the S-N curve.

Components are subject to a spectrum of stress levels, each consuming a portion of their fatigue life.

The contribution of each stress level can be estimated using methods such as Miner's rule.

Stress can cycle from tensile to compressive; tensile to tensile, compressive to compressive or a combination (see the
last figure).

Actual fatigue lives may vary from sample to sample and illustrate their uncertain nature.
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